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Annual FLW kicks off Monday
By ANDRES AYALA
OPS staff writer
Devoting an entire week to
study the cultures in other
regions of the world, is one
of Lincoln High School’s
longest and greatest tradition. Foreign Language
Week has been an annual
tradition for over fifteen
years.
Students that are enrolled
in a foreign language learn
about the lifestyles of individuals in different countries
the week before spring
break. They start off by creating a project related to
their language of study.
First year students study a
country, second year students study the life of a famous individual, third year
students study a cultural aspect of the language, and
fourth year students study
any aspect of the language.
They present their projects
with an added twist: they are
required to present a portion
of it in their assigned language.
After the projects, FLW is
celebrated by festive activities. These activities involve
all of the students and they
teach them about history,
cuisine, and culture. On the
Monday of FLW, students
participate in Spread the
Word. Students teach other
students and/or staff members certain phrases in their
language.
Tuesday is considered the
heart of FLW. During the
school day, the Foreign Lan-

guage Trivia Bowl competition is hosted between all the
foreign language classes.
The content of the Trivia
Bowl ranges from French,
Spanish, and German culture. That evening the Foreign Language Dinner is
held. It is a time where
everybody spends the
evening with their friends

Fast foreign
language facts at
Lincoln
Languages offered:
French, 1-III
Spanish, I-IV
German, I-III
Teachers:
Kaitlyn Reding,
Spanish
Bailey Hacker,
French
Donna Kramer,
German
Academic Honors
Requirment:
Three years of one
language or two
years each of two
languages

and enjoy an ethnic dinner.
Each group decorates their
table according to a chosen
theme which is then judged
by the foreign language
teachers.

The food consists of student made ethnic dishes
from French, Spanish, and
German backgrounds.
After the dinner, the Foreign Language Talent Show
is debuted and Lincoln students have the oppurtunity to
demonstrate a skill connected through their language.
On Thursday, the class exchange takes place where
students will teach students
of another language vocabulary in their language.
“My favorite part about
Foreign Language Week is
that the students have the
opportunity to choose more
activities that fit their interests,” said Spanish teacher
Kaitlyn Reding.
FLW has impacted the students at Lincoln by acknowledging the fact that the
world is diverse and filled
with important elements.
“Foreign Language Week
has helped me by allowing
me multiple opportunities to
learn more about other cultures and important figures
in these specific regions and
cultures,” said freshman Allison Shore
As FLW approaches next
week, French teacher Bailey
Hacker said, “I’m looking
forward to having a variety
of projects and presentations
to listen to and grade. I’m
also looking forward to the
Foreign Language Trivia
Bowl. I like a bit of healthy
competition between
classes!”

Senior faves announced for class of 2016
By KAITLYN LUNSFORD
OPS staff writer
Near the halfway point of
the second semester comes a
time seniors have been waiting for four years. No, it is
not graduation, but the time
to choose senior favorites!
Each year the yearbook
class creates ballots and categories for various titles to
be awarded to members of
the senior class.
The process first begins
with electing five females
and five males for various
categories. For many, being
Senior Favorite
Winners
Mr. Bod and Mrs. Legs
Hannah Junod and Blake
Barmes
Class Clown
Emily Frederick and
Charles Ellis
Most Spirited
Emily Frederick and Luke
Blackburn

nominated is an honor of its
own. Once the nominees are
announced the seniors vote
again, but this time choosing
only one female and one
male. Many of the winners
were surprised to have been
chosen.
Senior Winston Carson,
winner of Biggest Klutz and
Most Gullible said, “It’s
kinda crazy winning these
because I didn't think I
would even get nominated
for anything. My class probably chose me because I am
pretty gullible. For biggest
klutz I am not 100% sure,
Prettiest Hair
Lauren Frederick and
Charles Ellis
Most Talented in Art
Amanda Siddall and Daniel
Black
Prettiest Eyes
Jade Montgomery and
David Winburn

because I have never broken
a bone.”
Senior Caitlyn Limbach,
who won Best Couple with
Brett Qualls, “I am excited
we got cutest couple. We
have been dating for three
and half years. We met in
Mrs. (Carly) Tibb’s class
freshman year.”
Winners will be photographed by Fords Photography and featured in the
senior gallery of the 20152016 yearbook.

Most Likely to Succeed
Makenzie Harrison and
Ryan Combs
Biggest Flirt
Olivia Hackney and Tristan
Lett
Most Gullible
Paige Jones and Winston
Carson

Most Talented in Music
Julia Zhu and Aaron Kelly
Best Dressed
Hannah Junod and Dominick Bravo

Most Athletic
Jenée Goodwin and Ethan
Claycomb
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Hawkins keeps LHS in
tip-top shape

By MACKENZIE ORR
OPS staff writer
Kelly Hawkins plays a key
role in the Vincennes Community School Corporation.
Hawkins has been with the
VCSC for 24 years. Here at
Lincoln, she is the head custodian of Sodexo and oversees the maintenance of the
building.
Hawkins started out at
Francis Vigo Elementary then
transferred to James Whitcomb Riley Elementary as the
only custodian. After working
at Riley, Hawkins came to
Lincoln High School working
the night shift. She became
the head custodian five years
ago, when Sodexo took over.
“We are here to maintain
the building, not just to clean
it,” said Hawkins.
Hawkins’s favorite memory
is when Keith Thibodeaux
also known as ‘Little Ricky’
off the show “I Love Lucy,”
performed here at Lincoln.
She got to meet him, by walking in on him while using the
restroom.
When not embarrassing
herself in front of stars, she
thinks the best part of working with VCSC is the kids.
Hawkins said the worst
thing she has had to clean up
is when the senior prank went
too far. A few years ago the
seniors put manure on the

Photo by Rick Lang
front doors of the school, the
night before graduation.
“I don’t know why anyone
would want to almost ruin
their
graduation,”
said
Hawkins.
But her coworkers here appreciate her attitude and hard
work.
“She is so helpful and good
natured. She is always willing
to go above and beyond,” said
Carla Cobb, administrative
assistant.
Long ago Hawkins was
moved to other schools to
cover illnesses for other custodians. Lincoln Principal
Steve Combs asked for her to
stay strictly at LHS.
“When she is here, I know
things are going to get done
the way we want them done.
She is all about our school
and students. That’s the type
of person we want working
here,” stated Combs.
“Kelly is always more than
happy to help me and my
class when we need something. She does everything
with a smile no matter what,
even if someone got sick or
we need new equipment. She
is a bright spot in our school,”
said Holly Morrison, special
education teacher.
Hawkins has two children
and four grandchildren. She
has been married for 38 years
to her high school sweetheart.

Cutest Couple
Brett Qualls and Caitlyn
Limbach

Most Reliable
Courtney Vanmatre and
Ryan Combs

Prettiest Smile
Marissa McCarter and
Trent McCrary

Should have been forever,
but never got together
Chad King and Jewel McKinnon

Friendliest Senior
Ellie McClung and Gary
Hardman
Best of Friends
Macey Luchtefeld and
Madison Lindauer

Most Changed from
Freshman Year
Shelby Tumey and Michael
Brankle
Biggest Klutz
Paige Jones and Winston
Carson
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Question of the Week: What’s your favorite part of foreign language week!?

“The dinner, because
food is good.”
Kaity McCoy
sophomore

“It is a great way to
learn about different cultures and countries.”
Carlee Becher
sophomore

“It is very busy and
takes a lot of thought to
do your projects.”
Grant Lee
freshman

“It’s a great time to get
with your friends and
learn about other countries.
Sierra Helderman
freshman

This year’s Oscars did not disappoint this movie fan
By JULIA ZHU
OPS features editor

and off college campuses. He
asked the audience to recite a
pledge with him against asThe 88th Academy Awards sault and then introduced
were hosted in Hollywood Lady Gaga.
last Sunday. The show honLady Gaga performed her
ored the best films of 2015 Oscar-nominated song, “Till
and was hosted by actor Chris It Happens To You,” from the
Rock who opened the movie
“The
Hunting
evening with a monologue Ground”. The performance
addressing
the
#Os- was an emotional tribute to
carsSoWhite controversy.
all victims of sexual assault.
This year’s Academy The crowd was in tears as
Awards faced backlash for dozens of sexual assault surnot representing actors and vivors filed on stage and
actresses of color. Some ac- raised hand-held arms in an
tors and actresses decided to act of solidarity.
Star Wars characters Cboycott the awards ceremony
3PO, R2-D2, and BB-8 also
in protest of this issue.
However, many celebrities made an appearance to conarrived happy and grateful for gratulate composer John
their nominations.
Williams for his 50th Oscar
Vice President Biden ap- nomination. This moment
peared to promote the White had stars jumping out of their
House administration’s initia- seats in excitement.
tive against sexual assault on
Chris Rock also won the

“Best Dad of the year” award.
He brought in his daughter’s
Girl Scouts troop to help
them sell the most cookies of
the year. Buyers included
stars such as Jennifer
Lawrence, Kate Winslet, and
Sam Smith.
But perhaps the most exciting moment at this year’s
Oscar
ceremony
was
Leonardo DiCaprio’s first
Oscar win for Best Actor for
“The Revenant”. DiCaprio
has been nominated for Best
Actor numerous times and his
losses have become a popular
joke. With his new, well- deserved Oscar, DiCaprio gave
a heartfelt acceptance speech
while his old co-star Kate
Winslet, from Titanic, looked
on tearfully.
From the winners, I was
very pleased with Brie Larson’s Best Actress award. Her

performance in “Room” was
genuinely beautiful and had
me in tears. I think that her
award was well-deserved and
I am excited to see where her
career takes her from here.
And as you may know from
my previous articles, I am a
fan of “The Danish Girl”,
which was nominated for
Best Actor Eddie Redmayne,
Best Supporting Actress Alicia Vikander, Best Costume
Design, and Best Production
Design. The only win of the
night came from Vikander. I
was extremely pleased with
her award due to her amazing
portrayal of Gerda Wegener.
Even though this Oscars
was under siege for lack of
diversity, I think the nominations and winners were justified for their awards. I wish
them all luck as they continue
their successful careers.
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Take care when trying to be #totallyfamous Gender pay gap still an

By BETHANY EVANS
OPS staff writer

Everyone has overheard
the elderly sitting at McDonald's, drinking cheap coffee,
complaining about how this
generation is being ruined by
technology. Probably 90% of
those people have made a
post somewhere on their
own social media about it.
Nowadays people are obsessed with getting attention
from strangers online. Many
try to become famous and
make money selling their
face and pride. YouTube has
a lot of those people.
There can be benefits to
actually becoming famous
on the Internet. Someone
could actually become famous for doing something
they love or enjoy by expressing it and sharing it to

the world.
A person could be given
special treatment or praise
from total strangers from the
street. A company could possibly stumble across you and
offer rewarding job just from
your skill set or passion.
Daniel Lara is an example of
overnight fame from a video
posted on Twitter. He was on
an episode of “Ellen” and received a lifetime supply of
Vans. All someone did was
compliment his shoes--and
BOOM! Famous.
Now the benefits could
have a bazillion different
outcomes and scenarios of
“what ifs,” however, there
are just as many downsides
of being Internet famous.
Another overnight sensation would be “Alex from
Target.” This is just a picture
of a young man who is at-

tractive who happened to be
a cashier. He became a viral
sensation, and as good as
that sounds, it went south,
mainly for his girlfriend.
Once it was out that he had
a girlfriend, many fans of
Alex sent her threatening
comments, and some even
told her to kill herself.
Overall the chances of
being famous over the Internet are slim. If it happens
that person has a chance to
do something, great. Just be
prepared for the consequences of how you become
famous.
There is a lot of negativity
revolving on the Internet that
could ether stop you from
continuing your passion of
becoming famous or could
lead you down a darker path.

Read these stories online only:
An recap on session one of the ISTEP,
by Daniel Black
Artist of the week feature: Sara Hillyard,
by Damon Clouse
http://www.vcsc.k12.in.us/lincoln/OldPostSentinel.aspx

important issue
By SCHAE JONES
OPS news editor
The wage-gap between
genders has been largely unaffected since 1963. In a
world where women have
gained education and independence, their pay is still unequal and unfair.
On average in the United
States in 2014, women were
getting paid 79 percent of
what their male cohorts were
getting paid. This difference
of 21 percent has narrowed
since the 1970s but still presents a large problem.
Progress has stalled in the last
few years and that cannot be
ignored.
Here in Indiana we have an
advantage over some of our
neighboring states with
women making 75 percent of
what men make in a year. One
would think with education
that the wage gap would become smaller.
The wage gap between men
and women with the same
amount of education only decreases slightly by a total of
five percent with an advanced
degree.

Race and ethnicity also play
a big role in the difference of
pay. On all levels of education white women get paid
more than Hispanic and
African-American women.
Something has to change
for women in the workforce.
Equal pay is deserved for
those doing the same jobs
with the same level of education and experience.
A game-changer in equal
pay called the Lilly Ledbetter
Fair Pay was signed into law
by President Barack Obama
in 2009 which coincided in
with the Equal Pay Act of
1963. Another bill, the Paycheck Fairness Act, was introduced in 2013 but stalled in
committee.
Although the Paycheck
Fairness Act introduced many
of the same concepts of the
Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act,
but more protection for employers and their other employees.
Equal pay has made many
changes in the past few years
but has a ways to go before
equal pay is entirely equal
across the board.
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BOYS BASKETBALL SECTIONALS
March 1
Pike Central 49
Princeton 48
Jasper 47
Washington 46
March 4**
Pike Central 18-5 vs.
Southridge 8-14
Vincennes Lincoln 17-6 vs,
Jasper 16-6
March 5**
Winner Game 3 vs. Winner Game 4
**Due to OPS publishing deadlines, we are
unable to report on the outcome of these
games. Please check out the Sun Commercial for results.
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Girls tennis getting ready to hit the courts

BY LUKE BLACKBURN
OPS staff writer
The girls’ tennis team is
beginning the earliest--and
most taxing--part of their
season: conditioning. Head
coach David Bruner, a former Lincoln tennis player
and current US Marine, is
using his past experiences as
a player to get his girls into
prime shape. And it seems to
be going quite well.
“I have seen more progress
in the couple weeks we’ve
conditioned than all of last
season,” said Bruner.
Conditioning for every
sport is typically the least favorite part of the season.
The grueling days after or
before school running and
lifting do not exactly set
well with the athletes. However, it typically pays off
when it comes time for the

regular season.
“It’s hard to have complete
trust in your coach, but I
know that everything
[Bruner] is doing is going to
help us in the long run,” said
senior Schae Jones.
Jones and the rest of the
team have been tested thoroughly with their conditioning thus far.
They are expected to come
and give maximum effort
every day. As simple as that
sounds, with the workout
they do that can’t be easy.
“I use a combination of
drills I used when I played
tennis and a few exercises I
endured at boot camp for the
Marine Corps,” Bruner said.
The drills this season are
definitely not the most conventional for high school
girls tennis. And they aren’t
all lifelessly boring.
“I love when we play cap-

ture the flag at conditioning,” said Junior Kaitlyn
Lunsford. “It makes it more
fun.”
Needless to say, the girls
will be at their peak of performance. However, that is
necessary with the competition they face.
The other girls teams in
the county are always the
tougher competition. And
now they are getting a little
closer to home.
Both South Knox and
Rivet’s girls’ tennis teams
will be renting courts at Lincoln for their practices this
season.
In the past they used the
Vincennes University courts
that were torn down last year
after the season. The teams
will be allowed to practice
only after the Lincoln team
is finished.

Lincoln girls compete with local dance studios, make advancements
By LAUREN McCRARY
OPS staff writer
Around the Vincennes
area, there are many other
studios that have both girls
and boys dance, given our
youth a chance to learn and
perform outside of school.
They learn hip-hop, lyrical, jazz and tumbling.
One of those studios is No
Limits, located 2134 Washington Ave.
According to sophomores,
Corin Halter, Taylor Allen
and Sunny Gambill, there is
a trio of competitions called

Star Dance Alliance. It consists of three competitions
and at each competition, the
highest scoring dances get a
“Golden Ticket” and that is
how studies are invited to
Worlds, which is held in
New Jersey in August.
Some Lincoln girls that
dance at No Limits have received two tickets so far.
One was for senior jazz
that includes Halter, Gambill, Allen, Miranda Ryder
and Madison Heiden. Competitions for Worlds are usually both on Saturday and
Sunday.

The other golden ticket
went to a small ensemble of
four girls from the studio.
There are some differences
between competing for a
studio and for school.
“With the days being so
long, you usually have time
to go eat and sleep in between, and also share hotel
rooms and dance team dinner reservations.” said Gambill, referring to school
competitions. “They can
range up to about 12 hours a
day.”
Studio competitions tend
to last an entire weekend.

Athlete of the week: Jessica Pfoff
She has won Mental Attitude Award and freshman of
the year for golf, also most
improved for the dance
team.
Pfoff’s most memorable
sports moment was spending
her first year as a trainer during her dad’s final year as
the head baseball coach.
Her most admired athlete
is Peyton Manning.
“He always plays the best
to his ability and never gives
up.”
Manning is a NFL star that
has played for the Colts and
Denver Broncos.
She plans on go to Indiana
State University to study to
be a dietician.
She’s uncertain of her collegiate sports future.
“If I get the opportunity to,
I would. But if not, then
most likely no.”
Her offseason activities are
working at Rainbow Beach
Photo by Lincoln High School Sports Pictures during the summer and volunteering at the hospital.
By GABRIEL
also has a brother, Coleton
She has learned from
QUINTANILLA
Pfoff.
sports that all the practicing
OPS staff writer
Pfoff has been a student
you do is worth it in the end.
trainer for two years. She is
Pfoff’s advice for younger
This week's athlete of the
also apart of the dance team athletes is, “Never give up
week is sophomore, Jessica
and girls golf team. Pfoff is
and always do your best bePfoff. She is the daughter of the head baseball student
cause it will be worth it
Amy and Brandon Pfoff. She athletic trainer.
someday.”

There is a big age difference at Worlds, from ages of
5 to 20.
“I have personally met
people that have been on the
TV show ‘America's Got
Talent’ and we have girls at
No Limits that are trying out
for ‘So You Think You Can
Dance?’ That is stuff you
don’t get to see at Lincoln,”
said Halter.
Halter has been with No
Limits for six years.
“This is much bigger. You
become a true family, even
with all of the bickering,”
said Gambill, who has been
with No Limits on and off
for seven years.
“I have dance every day of
week,” said Allen of balancing school dance with her
studio obligations. Still, she
doesn’t mind.

“Doing studio improves
my technique a lot more. If
I only do school, I don’t
think my technique would
be as good.”
Despite the extended age
limit to 20, Allen will likely
stop dancing with her studio
at graduation. She’s unsure
what role dance will play in
her life when she gets to college.
The jazz ensemble that advanced to Worlds is still in
the planning stages of their
trip to New Jersey, working
out fundraising opportunities
to make it happen.
In the meantime, the Lincoln dance team will compete in state competition on
March 12.
Adviser Haley S. Lancaster contributed to this
story.

Senior night style

Bailee Oexmann, left, and Emily Frederick celebrate
Senior Night in senior fashion on Feb. 26’s final home
game against Evansville Memorial. The cheer block
traditionally dresses like senior citizens in honor of the
senior basketball players’ last home game. Photo by
Lincoln High School Sports Pictures.
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Senior Spotlight: Trenton Miller
By ANASTASIA KELLER
OPS copy editor
This week's senior spotlight is Trenton Miller. He
was born in Indiana and his
parents are Lori Burress and
Nathaniel Miller. His
brother is Gabriel Miller.
Miller has a cat named Alfred and a Chihuahua named
Molly.
His hobbies include driving, fixing cars, and playing
video games.
Miller marched in the
Pride of the Green marching
band as a tuba player and
played the guitar in the
drumline at Lincoln High
School.
The year he marched in
the show “Wishes”, the band
received ninth place at the
state competition which
Miller felt was a great
achievement.
His future career goal is to
work hard and have financial
security. Miller has two different plans for what he will
do after high school. He
plans to either go to Vincennes University to study
automotives or welding, or
he will work full-time for a
government job, like with
the Department of Transportation.
Miller's favorite quote is,
“The master has failed more
times than the amateur has
even tried.”
His favorite TV show is,
“Rick and Morty,” and he

Around the VCSC:
Choir gets kids involved

By STACY VIERRA
OPS staff writer

Choir is not only an educational experience but a fun
one as well. Choir is a program that is offered in almost
every school, and it is where
students learn how to sing
using the proper vocal techniques for every song.
However, choir is more
than just singing. In choir you
learn choreography, basic
music notation, and objectives set forth by state standards as well. When the
students perform for Christmas, Veteran’s Day, spring
Photo by Bartholomew Wedding Photography programs, and an end of the
year talent show, they take
pride in their vocal musical
has worked at The Olde
versity first.”
Tyme Diner in Vincennes for
Miller likes the automotive experiences.
Here in Vincennes, the elefour years.
program and Carla Cobb,
mentary
school choirs, which
His most memorable mowho works at the front desk,
ment was in the automotives best at Lincoln. His favorite contain from 25-50 students
shops class at Lincoln. It in- people are English teachers, in each choir, meet before
volved moving a truck to an- Haley Lancaster and Dakota school or at lunch.
At James Whitcomb Riley
other shop using only two
Adcox, the latter who now
Elementary,
there are 41 choir
rolling floor jacks.
works at Evansville Central
Miller considered anything High School. Overall, Miller members. Third graders meet
in the morning one day a
that happened before he was generally enjoyed his Engweek to practice. Fourth and
seventeen to fall under the
lish classes.
fifth graders meet at the end
category of “most embarMiller added, “Importing
of the day once a week.
rassing”.
drama to social media is
At Benjamin Franklin EleHis advice to underclassrarely a good idea. You may
mentary,
there are 32 memmen is, “Work hard now so
struggle with relationships,
you can coast through senior there is nothing wrong with bers of the choir that meet
after school once a week.
year. The Twin Rivers prothat and there is nothing
Both school choirs perform
gram is great. You're missing wrong with waiting until
at the Christmas program,
out if you don't take advanyou're ready for a relationVeteran’s Day Program, and
tage of it. Big colleges are a ship. You are not as mature
one Lincoln High School basscam; go to Vincennes Unias you think you are.”
ketball and baseball game
each year. All schools see the
Lincoln Singers choir perform at their schools each
Band.
year, to help recruit new
Her career goal is to own
her own hospitality business
when she finishes school.
Dear Big A, I have another
Mercer-Szady is going to
attend Vincennes University stinking cold! I’ve been sick
five times already this year,
for a year and then attempt
to transfer to Purdue Univer- and it’s getting really frustrating! I refuse to go to
sity or Robert Morris Unischool and make my classversity in Chicago.
mates ill, but I’m getting reAt Lincoln, her favorite
teachers are English teacher ally behind in my classes.
Steve Toy and social studies How can I beat this illness
that plagues me so!?
teacher Kevin Myers.
Signed,
“I have never met someSuzy Sneezy
one who wasn't important,”
is her favorite quote from
Dear Suzy,
her favorite show, “Doctor
Your well-being is imporWho.” “The Smoke Jumper”
tant! Staying healthy is the
is her favorite book.
Mercer-Szady is currently most important thing you
working with Sodexo where can do to make sure that you
can get to school and work.
she is involved with the
Despite ironically resemcatering program, a part of
bling a large wad of phlegm,
the Twin Rivers Program.
Cassidy Mercer-Szady pictured with her father, Mike, on She spends her mornings on I rarely ever get sick! I like
band senior night. Photo by Lincoln High School Sports the VU campus studying
to think that it’s due to the
Pictures.
fact that I have a strict hand
culinary arts.
“I like all the opportunities washing regimen. This keeps
By RACHELLE WILLIAMS hike.
germs from building up on
offered at Lincoln,” said
OPS copy editor
Mercer-Szady is involved
my hands! I also always try
Mercer-Szady.
in soccer, tennis, marching
Her most memorable mo- to remember to use hand
This week’s senior spotband, drum line, and the the- ment is when she was stand- sanitizer anytime I happen to
light is Cassidy Mercerater program here at Lincoln ing on Lucas Oil Stadium
pass by some.
Szady. Mercer-Szady is the
High School. Outside of
I also make sure to get
for her third time this year
daughter of Michael Szady
Lincoln, she volunteers at
loads of Vitamin C and I
for band.
and Lucinda Mercer. Merthe humane society.
don’t skimp on the other
“Always stay involved.
cer-Szady has two older
Mercer-Szady has received Whether it is sports, acanecessary vitamins either.
brothers, Dakota and Colton the rookie of the year award demics, or fine arts, find
You don’t get this lovely,
Mercer-Szady.
for soccer and she has been
kelly green skin tone by
what you love to do and
She has a dog named Thor to state three times with the
stick with it,” she advises to missing out on your daily
and likes to swim, fish, and
Pride of the Green Marching freshman.
nutritional values!

Senior Spotlight: Cassidy Mercer-Szady

members.
“In elementary choir we
sing songs that have more
than one part. We also sing
for the entire rehearsal, which
is what differentiates choir
from regular music class.
When we sing in music class,
it is almost always in one part,
and they also spend time
playing instruments and dancing,” explained music teacher
Elizabeth Ornduff.
At George Rogers Clark
Middle School there is an
“exploring music” class offered to seventh graders. It is
a non- performance class, that
compares and contrasts music
from antiquity to present day.
Performance choir is also
offered at Clark which currently has 60 students enrolled. Lincoln High School
currently has 50 students in
choir. At the secondary level,
choir is a co-curricular class
for a diploma credit that offers outside activities which
are also part of their grade.
Sophomore Brody Patrick
went to Riley Elementary.
She enjoyed performing in
the holiday programs the
most.
“If I wouldn’t have joined
choir then, I probably wouldn’t have joined later on,” she
stated.
Patrick is currently in Lincoln Singers. She finds going
back to Riley for the annual
elementary tour a little bittersweet.
“It’s something I wanted to
do since I was little!” she
said.

ASK BIG A: Advice for every Alice
Now, in the rare (or in your
case, not so rare) instance
that you do get sick, get lots
of sleep. Big Momma A
would always give me a
great big bowl of chicken
noodle soup before sending
me off to bed when I was
looking not the right shade
of green.
When you wake up, make
sure you clean those sheets!
All the nasty germs that
were on your body making
you sick in the first place are
now on the pillowcases and
sheets, so you better wash
them up.
And get rid of your toothbrush if you’ve been sick!
You could be just re-exposing yourself to germs with
every brush.
While resting, try your
hardest to stay on top of your
work so you don’t fall behind.
All day you should be
drinking water. Staying hydrated will help your immune system do what it does
to make you healthier.
Suzy, your health is important. Follow Doctor A’s example and maybe you can
stay on top of your health
and get back to school!

